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Lucy Coleman
A Christmas Wedding In The Cotswolds
Imogen Tolliman and Gray Adams can't wait to get married after getting engaged the previous year, when they were
stranded by snow in a blizzard. Now they are busy planning their wedding, but when the date slips six months because
Gray is working on a huge film project, it seems like fate that after their snowy start, they will end up getting married
at Christmas.
The couple are living in Immi's grandfather's picturesque lock-keeper's cottage at the Aysbury marina in the Cotswolds,
which they are renovating to become their forever family home. As well as building work, full-time jobs and wedding
planning, Immi is in charge of raising money to build a children's playground, to celebrate the tenth anniversary of
The Santa Ahoy Cruises – her grandfather Tollie's life work. When Gray is suddenly forced to travel abroad, Immi is
left to cope with everything alone, and before long, even the best-laid plans start to wobble. When a terrible betrayal
is uncovered, the whole community of Aysbury is left reeling, and Immi is left wondering if there will be a wedding
after all...
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Read by Lucy Scott

Playing Time: 9 hours 35 mins

LP: Available

Portia MacIntosh
Will They, Won’t They?
Emmy Palmer is the star of Bragadon Forest, the biggest fantasy series on TV; adored by the public, living the life
of glamour and luxury in London. But when scandal strikes, Emmy must escape the city and return to her seaside
hometown to lie low and wait for the storm to pass. Emmy's agent decides it would be a good look to star in the
community Christmas pantomime, but who else could be playing her leading man but her ex-boyfriend who she may
or may not have ditched to move to London a decade ago...
As the show approaches, love and friendships blossom and the real question is – Will they? Won't they?
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Jennifer Bohnet
Falling For A French Dream
After tragically losing her husband, Nicola Jacques and her teenage son Oliver relocate to his father's family's Olive
Farm in the hills above the French Riviera.
Due a family feud, Oliver has never known his fathers' side of the family and Grandpapa Henri is intent that Oliver will
take over the reins of the ancestral farm and his rightful inheritance.
Determined to keep her independence from a rather controlling Grandpapa, Nicola buys a run-down cottage on the
edge of the family's Olive Farm and sets to work renovating their new home and providing an income by cultivating
the small holding that came with the cottage.
As the summer months roll by, Nicola and Oliver begin to settle happily into their new way of life with the help of
Aunts Josephine and Odette, Henri's twin sisters and local property developer Gilles Bongars. But the arrival of some
unexpected news and guests at the farm, force Nicole and Aunt Josephine to assess what and where their futures lie.
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Read by Julia Franklin

Playing Time: 7 hours 49 mins
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Gemma Rogers
The Babysitter
Ali and Christopher Tolfrey's one year old daughter Eden is abducted whilst in the care of Ali's best friend.
Snatched in broad daylight from Bushy Park on a trip to the swings, Eden disappears without a trace.
Brooke Simmons, regains consciousness, dazed from a blow to the head, to find Eden, her best friend's child is missing.
Someone has taken Eden and Brooke knows who.
But it's a secret she can't share with Ali or the Police without revealing the web of deceit she's spun.
Can Brooke get Eden home before her lies come back to haunt her? Or is the net closing in on her?
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Read by Imogen Church

Playing Time: 9 hours 10 mins
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Evie Hunter
The Fall
She's out of prison...
Lauren Miller has served six years behind bars for a crime she did not commit. Now, with her life in tatters, she is
determined to bring those who framed her to justice.
Out for revenge...
Journalist Nate Black is intrigued by Lauren's story. Is she the innocent victim she claims to be or is there more to her
past? Eager to learn more he offers to help Lauren clear her name and bring the real villains to justice.
And running out of time...
But with millions of pounds still missing, Lauren remains the prime suspect...and the main target in an increasingly
deadly game. And as Lauren's plan with Nate reaches its shocking climax, no one knows who will ultimately take the
fall...
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Owen Mullen
The Accused
Glasgow PI Charlie Cameron knew Kim Rafferty was bad news the moment they met. Desperate people always spelled
trouble in his experience, and Mrs Rafferty was as desperate as they come. What she was asking for was insane. If he
agreed to help the wife of the notorious East-End gangster, the consequences for them both could be fatal.
Twenty-four hours later, another betrayed woman with a hopeless case is pleading for Charlie's help. The PI is her only
chance to keep an innocent man from serving a second prison sentence for murders he didn't commit. Dennis Boyd is
on the run, and as Charlie fights against the clock to keep him out of jail, he crosses a line that puts him on the wrong
side of the law and pits him against his old friend and ally, DS Andrew Geddes. As the body count grows, and the
defence for his client falls apart bit by bit, Charlie refuses to accept the inevitable. But everyone has their limits – even
the infamous Charlie Cameron. Will he be forced to admit that this case may be the one to beat him...?
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Playing Time: 8 hours 20 mins
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Sarah Bennett
Autumn Dreams At Mermaids Point
When her dreams of young love were cruelly shattered, Nerissa Morgan found it hard to move on. Now, at forty-three,
everyone around her is enjoying life while she's just going through the motions. With her boss retiring and rumours of
a new doctor coming in to take over the practice she manages, change is coming, whether she's ready for it or not.
Following the death of his beloved wife, Tom Nelson buried himself in work at his busy inner-London GP practice. When
his teenage children find themselves in trouble at school, he realises he's completely lost touch with them. Desperate
to reconnect before it's too late, he whisks his family away to the pretty seaside village of Mermaids Point determined
to make a fresh start. But all is not as idyllic as it seems. With his predecessor reluctant to let go of the reins and the
children as distant as ever, the last thing Tom needs is an undeniable attraction to the woman he unexpectedly finds
himself sharing a roof with...
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Lizzie Lane
Fire And Fury For The Tobacco Girls
Bristol 1941
As the clouds of war grow bleaker both at home and abroad, the Tobacco Girls are determined to do their bit for King
and Country. To that end Maisie Miles and Bridget Milligan become voluntary ambulance drivers.
As well as coping with the frequent air raids, Maisie is kept on her toes with three new junior employees one of whom
is particularly testing.
Bridget's heart becomes torn between family loyalty and American tobacco tycoon Lyndon O'Neill III, the man she
loves.
Meanwhile Phyllis Harvey has joined the WAAF, opting to serve overseas whilst trying to escape her past. Her letters
home are upbeat and her friends are initially envious of descriptions of sunshine and blue sea. The truth she hides
is that life on the island of Malta is fraught with extreme food shortages, daily air raids and the fear that tomorrow
might never come.
The future appears far less certain as the reality of war bites into The Tobacco Girls' lives.
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Playing Time: 9 hours 16 mins
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Alison Sherlock
The Village Inn Of Secret Dreams
After escaping her parents' unhappy marriage to sleepy Cranbridge a long time ago, Belle Clarke dreams of staying at
The Black Swan Inn forever. But with the rundown Inn threatened with closure, Belle may be forced to leave, unless
a buyer can be found...quickly. So, when her oldest friend Pete Kennedy returns from working abroad with a plan to
save the Inn, Belle should be overjoyed. The trouble is, Pete has some rather radical ideas for the renovation which
Belle disagrees with.
But when a snow storm hits, Belle and Pete are forced to put aside their differences and work together to help the
village. Can Belle realise her dreams to stay in Cranbridge and can Pete ever stop running from his past? As they try
to save The Black Swan Inn, secrets are revealed and just maybe they'll finally find out how they really feel about
each other.
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